Genetic parameters for production traits in New Zealand dual-purpose sheep, with an emphasis on dagginess.
Genetic and phenotypic parameters were estimated for production and disease traits (including dagginess) from about 2 million pedigree-recorded animals born between 1990 and 2008 in New Zealand dual-purpose ram breeding flocks. This is the most comprehensive study of genetic parameter estimates for the New Zealand sheep industry to date and includes estimates that have not previously been reported. Estimates of heritability were moderate for BW at 8 mo (LW8), fleece weight at 12 mo (FW12), dagginess score at 3 and 8 mo (DAG3, DAG8; 0.31 to 0.37), typical for weaning weight (WWT), fecal egg count in summer (FEC1) and autumn (FEC2), and analogous Nematodirus counts (NEM1, NEM2; 0.17 to 0.21), and low for number of lambs born to ewes (NLB; 0.09). The genetic correlations among production traits, WWT, LW8, and FW12, were positive and moderate to high. Correlations of DAG3 and DAG8 with production and disease traits were low and mostly negative. The NLB had low, but typically positive, correlations with other traits. Disease traits also had low, but positive, correlations with production traits (WWT, LW8, and FW12), and were highly correlated among themselves. In general, the heritability estimate for BW and dagginess were greater than what is currently used in the New Zealand genetic evaluation service (Sheep Improvement Limited), and the availability of accurate estimates for dagginess plus parasite resistance and their genetic correlations with production traits will enable more accurate breeding values to be estimated for New Zealand sheep.